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� 5 GSA’s working together under the terms of a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA)

� County of San Luis Obispo

� Shandon-San Juan Water District

� Heritage Ranch CSD

� San Miguel CSD

� City of Paso Robles

• Under terms of the MOA, the costs associated with the development of 
the GSP is allocated based on percentages. San Miguel GSA is allocated 
3% of the associated GSP costs.

• Heritage Ranch CSD was removed from the Paso Robles GW Basin and 
their obligations under the terms of the GSP. Their 1% obligations was 
proportionately distributed to the other 4 GSA’s.







GSP CHAPTER STATUS

1. INTRODUCTION TO PASO ROBLES SUBBASIN GSP DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

2. AGENCY INFORMATION DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S00 3. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF PLAN AREA DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

4. HYDROGEOLOGICAL CONCEPTUAL MODEL DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

5. GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

6. WATER BUDGET DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

7. MONITORING NETWORK DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

8. SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT CRITERIA DRAFT RECEIVED & FILED BY GSA’S 

9. PROJECTS AND MANAGEMENT ACTIONS SMGSA TO RECEIVE & FILE ON JUNE 27, 2019

10. PLAN IMPLEMENTATION SMGSA TO RECEIVE & FILE ON JUNE 27, 2019

11. PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMUNICATION SMGSA TO RECEIVE & FILE ON JUNE 27, 2019

12. INTERAGENCY AGREEMENTS SMGSA TO RECEIVE & FILE ON JUNE 27, 2019

REFERENCES AND APPENDICES (A-K) DRAFT APPENDICES (A-G & F) FILES / H-K IN JUNE







� Groundwater levels are declining in many parts of the Subbasin, indicating that 
the amount of groundwater pumping is more than the natural recharge 
(Chapter 5).

� Water budgets (Chapter 6) indicate that amount of groundwater in storage will 
continue to decline in the future at an estimated rate of nearly 14,000 acre-feet 
per year (AFY), which assumes no increase in pumping. If undeveloped 
properties also develop in a way that requires the use of groundwater, the 
deficit would be greater.

� To stop persistent declines in groundwater levels, achieve the sustainability 
goal by 2040, and avoid undesirable results through 2070 as required by SMGA 
regulations, groundwater pumping reductions will be needed. In most cases, a 
reduction in groundwater pumping will occur as a result of management 
actions, except where a new water supply is provided and used in lieu of 
pumping groundwater. Projects to bring in new water supplies included in this 
chapter are based on previous publicly-vetted feasibility studies. 





� Encouraging BMPs to optimize and reduce groundwater use.

� Initiating a well interference mitigation program that includes:
◦ Rotating groundwater pumping on agreed upon schedules to optimize 

and reduce groundwater use.

◦ Well spacing requirements

� Promoting stormwater capture.

� Voluntary fallowing of irrigated crop land.



� Mandatory pumping reductions in specific areas.

� Developing funding structures to pay for and implement 
alternative programs and projects that achieve the same 
reductions:
◦ A groundwater conservation program designed to control groundwater 

pumping by regulating, limiting or suspending pumping from 
individual groundwater wells or from all groundwater wells in areas 
where minimum thresholds are threatened or exceeded.

◦ Retirement of agricultural land and suspending the associated 
groundwater pumping



The projects presented in this GSP rely on six potential sources 
of water for groundwater recharge or in-lieu use:

� Tertiary treated wastewater supplied and sold by City of Paso 
Robles and the San Miguel CSD to private groundwater 
extractors to us in lieu of groundwater. This water is 
commonly referred to as recycled water (RW).

� State Water Project (SWP) water

� Nacimiento Water Project (NWP) water

� Salinas Dam/Santa Margarita Reservoir water

� Local recycled water

� Flood Flows from Local Rivers and Streams


